
 

New personalised safaris and tour operator launched in
Namibia

Orlando Safaris, based in Windhoek, has opened its doors to domestic and foreign tourists and offers a full service for
arranging and booking safaris throughout Namibia.
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Naturally exclusive

Orlando Safaris roots lie in Namibia, where the business began and the inspiration for the business came from an idea on
a piece of paper to provide full-service tours and safaris with a ‘naturally exclusive’ flavour. The philosophy Orlando Safaris
comes from the owners’ true love for Namibia, not only to preserve wildlife and natural wonders but to share them with the
rest of the world.

Orlando Safaris is named after one of the owners, Namibian born and raised Orlando Haraseb, an exceedingly gifted tour
guide, who has won numerous international accolades and is one of Namibia’s premier birders as well. His love and
knowledge of Namibia, its flora and fauna permeate through the very core of Orlando Safaris.
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Let nature guide your soul� �
He is Orlando, and he is our Director and Leading guide. He won the
Wanderlust World Tour-guide Silver Award 2015� .

 Guiding, he combines that rare mix of boundless knowledge,
professionalism, enthusiasm and cool sense of humour.... See more
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Orlando Safaris
about 6 years ago

Keys to an unforgettable experience

The company has partnered with the best suppliers who share the same level of professionalism, expertise, enthusiasm and
drive. The safari vehicles have been specially selected for comfort, safety and reliability. These vehicles have been
handcrafted so that every guest has a comfortable window seat, equipped with super deluxe reclining seats (seven-seater +
driver), with good back support.

Arno Schultz, general manager of Orlando Safaris said: “We believe the guides are key to providing an unforgettable life
experience when the clients come on tour with us. We personalise our safaris according to our customers’ tastes and
needs. Orlando Safaris combines luxury, style, service, and authenticity to provide a unique and exciting adventure. Our
itineraries showcase properties that meet our high standards and expectations in terms of both quality and service.”



Orlando Safaris endeavours to offer competitive prices and deals for its customers, both from Namibia and abroad,
however ethics and quality of service and properties will always be leading. An essential aspect of the company is to work
within an ethical framework. The company places great importance on ensuring that our staff, especially the guides, are
well looked after. With the continued growth of tourism in Namibia, there is no doubt that both domestic and foreign
travellers will find the tour that best fits their wants and needs to make their trip in Namibia unforgettable.
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